Refresh your
mind about water
supply systems
Water is an essential factor in mushroom growing. We often use our ‘gut feeling’

The importance of optimum watering

to decide whether to increase or reduce the amount of water needed for mushroom
production. But some major technological developments have occurred in recent years.

refresh
your mind about water supply systems

With the Multiflex Water Supply System from Vullings Systemen, it is now possible
to achieve optimum water consumption as well as optimum yield by

In the past few decades, population growth, changing consumption patterns

combining measurement data with water distribution.

and economic developments have led to a substantial increase in the demand
for water. Agriculture and industry couldn’t survive without water,

In this information brochure, we explain the importance of watering

and they are responsible for a large share of water consumption.

in mushroom growing and the various options available.

The consequence of these developments, a scarcity of water, is a social problem,
but also an economic problem in that it hampers development and implies
rising production costs.
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Fully automatic

Hosepipe with spray head

Overview
of systems

With its Multiflex WSS, Vullings Systemen has introduced a new,
improved watering concept for the mushroom sector. Water is an essential
factor in mushroom production. Measurement data combined with efficient
water distribution make it possible to restrict the consumption of
water and optimise harvests.

Optimise
your yield and

YES

water usage

Quality
Water distribution
Water dosage
Hygiene
Reliability of watering
Control based on measurement data

Save time.
Water automatically
at the right time.

Uniform growth
Flexible water distribution
Efficient
Labour-saving
Monitoring (remote)
Water-saving
Optimum water consumption
Timing of watering
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Vullings Systemen is a proactive
manufacturer of systems, machines and
equipment for the agriculture sector and offers
its customers tailor-made solutions based
on its great expertise and commitment.
Vullings Systemen is a sister company of
Vullings Metaalbewerking, a modern and
technically advanced metalworking business.

How do you benefit?
- Uniform mushroom growth
- Optimum yield
- High quality
- A peaceful working environment
- Minimum water consumption

Quality improvements:

Modern control system:

• The patented spray arm creates a

• Vullings Systemen has developed its own

horizontal spray pattern which gives

control system which allows the watering

perfect water distribution and dosage,

system to be controlled and monitored

and can also be used in tray cultivation

locally or remotely, e.g. from a smart-

or areas with little space between
the mushroom beds;
• The automatic watering system ensures
that there is uniform overlapping every-

Multiflex Water
Supply System (WSS)
Vullings Systemen has many years of

components with a straightforward and

the beds on the other side, ensuring that

user-friendly operating system;

• The spray trees are made entirely of
durable stainless steel and the spray arms

in the bed, combined with perfect water
distribution, create conditions which give

long service life.

uniform growth, high quality and
maximum yield with minimum water

Labour and energy savings:
• The system is fully automatic, based on

spray pattern and optimum water distribution.

pre-set times and volumes. This reduces

We also developed our own spray lorry

your workload and gives you peace of
mind where watering is concerned;
• The flexible distribution system makes it

consumption;

• Easy to monitor the spray pattern;

Our other options:

optimisation.

• Hygienic;
• Wear-resistant materials for a
long service life;

Service:
• Our highly skilled, certified service

possible to adjust the water distribution to

engineers specialise in the servicing and

could be achieved in terms of optimised

meet your specific needs;

maintenance of watering systems.

• The spray trees are suspended from the

• Ideal water distribution;

• Creation of a database for water

but were convinced that further improvements

Working to a tailor-made maintenance

Multiflex WSS as a total
concept
• A fully automated watering system

• Spray pattern can be adjusted as

A watering system which can be fully automated,

• The spray arms do not drip above

required;
• The watering system does not
hamper harvesting;

plan, they will make sure that your

Extensive research resulted in the Multiflex

visually inspected to check the spray

Multiflex Water Supply System performs

Water Supply System (WSS), a new total

pattern and/or find blocked nozzles;

optimally upon installation and for a

• On-site installation of the system;

The benefits:

no moisture remains on the

long time afterwards;

• Implementation of the system in your

• Save expensive time;

mushrooms.

• The system is easy to use because the

which optimised water distribution using the

spray trees are suspended along the sides

spray arms is combined with measurement

of the beds. As a result, they do not in any

data and a maintenance programme.

way hamper harvesting. (the system is

This system optimises yields and

suitable for manual or mechanical

the bed can be measured at any time

water consumption.

harvesting);

and the results are displayed as a graph;

• All sensitive parts, such as the motorreductor and electronic components,
are installed outside the humid growing
rooms. This guarantees many years of
reliable operation.

• With a water profile meter developed

with perfect water distribution thanks

Automatic watering system
(cable operated pulling system)

side of the bed, where they can easily be

watering concept for the mushroom sector in

Vullings Systemen means:
• A proactive attitude
• Confidence
• A solution-focused approach
• Openness and transparency

• The results of moisture measurements

high level of corrosion resistance and a

developed spray arm with a horizontal

water use and efficient watering.

The Vullings philosophy
of watering from the
side of the bed has many
advantages:

Why Multiflex WSS is unique:

of nickel-plated brass, ensuring a very

mushroom growing, based on our specially

both equipped with the unique spray arms,

• High level of mechanical safety.

watered with minimum loss of water;

experience in watering systems for

and a cable-operated pulling system,

into other control systems;
• Made from high-quality industrial

where. The water reaches the edges of
the vertical edges are also uniformly

Thanks to our many years of experience
and our well-trained staff, we have a
wealth of specialist knowledge and
are committed to using it in a wide
range of applications. Our experienced,
highly motivated team also offers a
flexible, customer-focused service.

phone and/or tablet;
• The control system can also be integrated

suitable for manual or mechanical harvesting.

to a specially developed spray arm;

• Thanks to the perfect spray pattern,

organisation, including training your

• Higher quality;

by Vullings Systemen, the water

staff in water management and

• Reduced energy costs;

distribution across the full width of

watering optimisation;

• Better supervision;

• Our highly-qualified staff install the
complete system on site to guarantee
its reliability;
• The extensively-equipped test room at

• Our serVice box, which contains a
user’s manual, service contracts

• Reliable;
• Long service life.

and spare parts;
• A tailor-made maintenance and
service programme.

the bed;

Manual watering systems

Vullings Systemen can simulate any

In addition to the fully automated watering system, the Vullings Systemen

situation and test the water distribution.

range also includes manually operated watering systems, namely spraying

Growers may use the room to assess

lorries and mobile spraying units. The spray arms used are the same as

their specific situation if they wish;

those used in the fully automatic system. Perfect water distribution is

• Training for your staff in operation and

therefore guaranteed. The difference is that the spray trees are mounted

maintenance of the system, either on

in a lorry or mobile spraying unit which the user has to move along the

site or in the Vullings Systemen test room.

beds or trays.

